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Custom-designed
bathroom furniture
Henneke Formbau GmbH, which began as
a small workshop operation in 1988, has
evolved into a market leader - not only in
the field of mold construction for ceramic
and fireproof components but also as a
specialist for Corian®.
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With over 20 years of experience and a remarkable track record
in the field, Henneke Formbau GmbH has emerged as a leading specialist in mold construction and Corian®. Our aggregate
experience and know-how makes us an expert partner for our
clients.
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BATHROOM FURNITURE

SMALL BATHROOMS TAHT LIVE LARGE!

MIRRORS

An additional mirror cabinet or a piece of furniture designed to save space can really upgrade your bathroom
and provide extra storage space. Our remarkable furniture
for small bathrooms has a depth of only 40 cm while offering excellent convenience and lots of elbow room. Unbelievable to think that this is possible!

Mirror collages, hinged mirror cabinets, and mirror cabinets offer you side-views, integrated electrical sockets
and storage space for cosmetics and odds and ends.
Clever cabinet partitioning ideas result in cabinet interiors with ample shelf space that allows everything to be in
its right place. Thus, your bathroom will be a convenient
part of your daily routine. It goes without saying that our
products have been engineered to perfection. Drawers
and pullouts can be fully extended on metal full-extension
runners and are self-closing. Doors and drawers can be
removed for easy cleaning and high-quality hinges ensure
a long product life.
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VANITIES
Whether you are planning a new bathroom from scratch or refurbishing an old bathroom, customized bathroom furniture
solutions are an investment for many years. Those who choose quality save the most. Don’t pay more than you need
to and make use of our option to buy directly from the manufacturer. Customized to your specification in width and
partitioning – with perfect lighting and abundant storage space, our bathroom cabinetry is available in over 300 colors.
Choose your style from a huge selection encompassing modern, straight-lined angular shapes to soft-lined, contoured
designs. Easy maintenance sink and vanity top materials, for example, ceramics, high-quality mineral casting or Corian
Stone are available for selection in various forms and styles. Vanity tops, customized for your bathroom and offering
broad, seamless space to the left and/or right of your sink, provide maximum convenience, optimized space utilization
and superior hygiene.
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COSTOMIZED BATHROOM FURNITURE

COLORS

A wash stand just as you had imagined it!
So you are looking for a washstand based on own specifications that offers ample and seamless space for positioning your bathroom items to the left and/or right of the
sink while also providing superior hygiene? Our washbasins can be manufactured up to a width of 210 cm. They
feature matching base cabinets with lots of storage space.
Your custom-designed washstand will provide maximum
convenience and optimized space utilization.

Choose a color for your dream bathroom from an almost
unlimited color palette! We offer over 300 colors from classic white with a matt finish to high-gloss special colors (all
RAL colors). Our selection is huge!

Contact us:
+49 2391 602470
service@henneke.com
Henneke Formbau GmbH
Heldenweg 1
58840 Plettenberg, Germany
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